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BROAD
Tech Diversity

G01S19/41 Differential correction  e.g. DGPS [differential GPS]

G01S19/48 by combining or switching between position solutions derived from the satellite radio beacon positioning system and p..

G01S5/0284 Relative positioning

G01C21/206 specially adapted for indoor navigation

G08G1/127 to a central station | | Indicators in a central station

G01C21/26 specially adapted for navigation in a road network

G01S5/0072 Transmission between mobile stations  e.g. anti-collision systems

G01C21/34 Route searching| Route guidance

G08G1/123 indicating the position of vehicles  e.g. scheduled vehicles| | Managing passenger vehicles circulating according to a fi..

G01C21/00 Navigation| Navigational instruments not provided for in preceding groups | measuring distance traversed on the grou..
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